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1 What do these images have in 
common? 

2 Do you like movies? What would be 
an iconic symbol of this art for you? 

3 Have you seen a movie with Charlie 
Chaplin or the Star Wars movies?  
Can you list key differences between 
the movies making styles of each?

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
	 Identify	and	categorize	words	and	expressions	

related	to	movies	and	its	genres.	

	 Identify	key	features	of	movie	synopses	and	

reviews.	

	 Use	the	forms	of	comparative	and	superlative	

adjectives.	

	 Identify	and	use	adverbs	of	intensity.	

	 Understand	an	interview	about	cinema.	

	 Write	a	synopsis	of	a	movie.	

Charlie Chaplin in Modern Times, USA, 1936.

A scene from the 
movie Star Wars: 
The Force Awakens, 
USA, 2015. 
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READING

1  Have you already seen the movie Selma? Which American historical event does it portray?

2  Where is the state of Alabama situated? What do you know about it? Do some research 
about it. Share your findings with your classmates. 

3  Read the text below. What is it? 

a critical review b plot summary c written script 

MOVIE INFO

SELMA is the story of a movement. The fi lm chronicles the 
tumultuous three-month period in 1965, when Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. led a dangerous campaign to secure equal voting rights 
in the face of violent opposition. The epic march from Selma to 
Montgomery culminated in President Johnson (Tom Wilkinson) 
signing the Voting Rights Act of 1965, one of the most signifi cant 
victories for the civil rights movement. Director Ava DuVernay’s:  
SELMA tells the real story of how the revered leader and visionary 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. (David Oyelowo) and his brothers and 
sisters in the movement prompted change that forever altered 
history. (C) Paramount

Rating:  PG-13 (for disturbing thematic material including vio-
lence, a suggestive moment, and brief strong language)

Genre: Drama
Directed By: Ava DuVernay
Written By: Paul Webb
Runtime: 2 hr. 7 min.
Paramount Pictures - Offi cial Site

Extracted from <www.rottentomatoes.com/m/selma/>. Accessed on April 3, 2017.

4  Complete the fact file below with the missing information according to the movie Selma.

Selma
a Name

 
b Genre

 
c Language

 
d Released on

 
e Directed by

 
f Cinematography by

 
g Movie studio

 
h Country

 

David Oyelowo 
Martin Luther 
King, Jr.

Carmen Ejogo 
Corella Scott 
King

Tom Wilkinson
Lindon B. 
Johnson

Ruth E. Carter
Costume 
designer

Oprah Winfrey 
Anne Lee 
Cooper

Bradford Young
Cinematographer
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5  Who is who in Selma’s crew? Look at Activities 3 and 4. Then, match the member’s names 
with their jobs.

a Paul Webb

b Ruth E. Carter

c David Oyelowo, Oprah Winfrey, and Carmen Ejogo

1 costume designer 

2 main actors 

3 writer 

6  Read the plot summary in Activity 3 again and choose the right ending. 

The	movie	is	about	a	group	of	American	people	who...	

a marched from Selma to Montgomery for three tumultuous months in 1965. 

b shared the same ideals to secure a just society where all citizens are equal. 

c tried to alter the historical events in Alabama, but weren’t successful. 

7  Read the statements below about the movie Selma. Are they true or false? 

a The leader of the movement signed the Voting Rights Act of 1965. 

b The Voting Rights Act was signed in the face of violent opposition. 

c The movement ended with a well-deserved victory for African-Americans. 

d The epic march ended with a significant loss for Blacks’ civil rights. 

e President Johnson was of major importance in prompting changes in human rights. 

8  This is Selma’s catchy tagline “One dream can change the world.” How do you think 
the 1965 march contributed to changing voting rights? Discuss with your teacher and 
classmates.

9  Read the Selma review below. Answer the questions that follow. 

Extracted from <www.rottentomatoes.com/m/selma/>. Accessed on April 3, 2017.

www.rottentomatoes.com/m/selma/

SELMA (2015) 99% 86%
TOMATOMETER ?

Average Rating: 8.7/10

Reviews Counted: 220

Fresh: 217

Rotten: 3

Critics Consensus: Fueled by a 
gripping performance from David 
Oyelowo, Selma draws inspiration 
and dramatic power from the life and 
death of Martin Luther King, Jr. – but 
doesn’t ignore how far we remain 
from the ideals his work embodied.

All Critics  Top Critics AUDIENCE SCORE ?

liked it

Average Rating: 4.1/5

User Ratings: 58,672

a Who rated the movie higher, the audience or the critical reviewers? Justify with data 
from the critical analysis above.

b Is there a consensus among the critics about the movie’s main character? Justify.

c Do the critics believe that the ideals against race discrimination have been fulfilled? 
Justify.
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Extracted from <www.rottentomatoes.com/m/selma/reviews/>. 
Accessed on April 3, 2017.

10  Read these other reviews. Then, discuss the following questions with a partner.

a Where are the reviews from? 

b Do the reviewers have credible 
qualifications for their job? Why? 

c Who disagrees about the quality 
of the movie? 

d Why does Robert W. Butler 
classify Selma as a “docudrama,” a 
mash of documentary and drama? 

e What does David Blaustein say 
about the movie? 

11  Do some quick research to answer this question: Are there any movements that fight for racial 
equality in Brazil? Discuss in class and take notes. 

GENRE ANALYSIS

12  Decide which statements below refer to plot summaries (PS), which are related to reviews (R), 
and which belong to both (B) or neither (N) of them.

a It is a synopsis of a movie, book, or play and is usually short. 

b It is usually published in specialized sections of magazines, newspapers, or websites. 

c It gives an appraisal of a work that can be positive or negative, or a mix of the two. 

d It can be formal or informal and is written in the first person singular or plural. 

e It always reveals the climax of the storyline and some spoilers. 

13  Go over Selma’s plot summary again. What are the visual and spatial items in its layout? 

ww.rottentomatoes.com/m/selma/reviews/

David 
Blaustein 
ABC News 
Radio

Robert W. 
Butler 
Kansas 
City Star

Jon Espino 
The Young 
Folks

Michael 
Sragow 
Film Comment 
Magazine

December 30, 2015

May 3, 2015

January 9, 2015

November 19, 2015

This isn’t just one of the best 
movies of 2014. It’s the most relevant and certainly 
the most important.
Full Review | Original Score: 5/5

With inspired performances and an 
even more inspiring story, this film is 
more than just a fantastic biopic about a great 
man; it is also a call to action.
Full Review | Original Score: 10/10

It’s understandable that DuVernay 
would make a priority of avoiding excessive detail. 
But too much of the movie is like the opening: 
deliberate, broad, uninspired.
Full Review

Director Ava DuVernay has given 
us Selma, a docudrama about a 
pivotal campaign in the fight for civil rights for black 
Americans. You could say this film writes history 
not so much with lightning as with compassion.
Full Review | Original Score: 3.5/4
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VOCABULARY

1  The words below are from Selma reviews. Match them with their definitions.

a best (adjective,  
superlative of good)

b performance  
(singular form)

c understandable

d pivotal

e fight (noun)

1 Capable of being understood, comprehensible. 

2 A confrontation between opposing groups. 

3 The act or style of performing a work or role before an 
audience. 

4 Surpassing all others in excellence, achievement, or quality; 
most excellent. 

5 Being of vital or central importance; crucial. 
TheFreeDictionary. Available at <www.thefreedictionary.com/>. Accessed on November 28, 2016.

2  Which of the phrases below can be used to give a positive or a negative opinion about a 
movie? Split them in two groups. Use a dictionary if necessary.

A must-see movie 

Gripping performance

Really disappointing

Flawed storyline

Thought provoking

Incredibly boring

POSITIVE NEGATIVE

3  List five movies you have seen lately along with a phrase that describes them for you. 
Share your list with a classmate. How different / similar are they?  

4  Classify the movies shown below according to their corresponding genres. Choose the 
words from the box.

comedy  animation  drama  documentary

a b c d
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GRAMMAR

COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES  
1  Look at this IMDb web page. What does it show? 

Available at <www.imdb.com/year/2014/>. Accessed on April 3, 2017.

2  Are the statements below true or false according to the IMDb list? 

a Interstellar was the highest rated movie of 2014. 

b Guardians of the Galaxy was rated higher than Kingsman: The Secret Service. 

c The lowest rated 2014 feature film listed was Gone Girl. 

d John Wick was rated lower than Kingsman: The Secret Service. 

Most Popular Feature Films Released In 2014

1

2

3

4

5

Interestellar (2014)
  8.6/10 
A team of explorers travel through a wormhole in space in an attempt to ensure humanity’s 
survival.
Dir: Christopher Nolan With: Matthew McConaughey, Anne Hathaway, Jessica Chastain
Adventure  |  Drama  |  Sci-Fi   169 mins. PG-13

Kingsman: The Secret Service (2014)
  7.8/10 
A spy organization recruits an unrefined, but promising street kid into the agency’s 
ultra-competitive training program, just as a global threat emerges from a twisted tech genius.
Dir: Matthew Vaughn With: Colin Firth, Taron Egerton, Samuel L. Jackson
Action  |  Adventure  |  Comedy  |  Crime  |  Thriller   129 mins. R

Guardians of the Galaxy  (2014)
  8.1/10 
A group of intergalactic criminals are forced to work together to stop a fanatical warrior from 
taking control of the universe.
Dir: James Gunn With: Chris Pratt, Vin Diesel, Bradley Cooper
Action  |  Adventure  |  Sci-Fi  121 mins. PG-13

John Wick  (2014)
  7.2/10 
An ex-hitman comes out of retirement to track down the gangsters that took everything from him.
Dir: Chad Stahelski With: Keanu Reeves, Michael Nyqvist, Alfie Allen
Action  |  Crime  |  Thriller   101 mins. R

Gone Girl  (2014)
  8.1/10 
With his wife’s disappearance having become the focus of an intense media circus, a man sees the 
spotlight turned on him when it’s suspected that he may not be innocent.
Dir: David Fincher With: Ben Affleck, Rosamund Pike, Neil Patrick Harris
Crime  |  Drama  |  Mystery  |  Thriller   149 mins. R
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3  Read the comparisons in Activity 2 again. Answer the questions below.

a Which of them compared two movies? What suffix was added to the adjectives high and low? 

b Which ones compared one movie with others? What suffix was added to the adjectives 
high and low? 

4  Go back to pages 140 and 142 and read the highlighted excerpts from the Selma plot 
summary and review. Then, answer the following questions.

a Which nouns are the adjectives in bold modifying? Are they giving positive or negative 
qualities to the words they refer to?

b Read an altered version of a excerpt of the review below. Pay attention to the words in 
bold. Why were both words omitted in the original version?  

This isn’t just one of the best movies of 2014. It’s the most relevant movie and certainly the 
most important movie.
c Choose the second half of the statement below to make it true according to the use of 

“one of the most significant victories.”

	 It	was	used	to	emphasize	that	the	1965	victory...	

1 can be compared to one that was successfully overcome the year before. 
2 accomplished the greatest successful outcome when compared with previous ones. 

d Read David Blaustein’s review on page 142 again. Does he compare Selma to another 
movie or to more than one of the movies made in 2014? 

5  Summarize what you learned about comparisons completing the chart below.  

ADJECTIVES
Superlative: Used to express a characteristic of one noun in comparison to . 

Comparative: Used to express characteristic(s) of one noun in comparison to . 
IRREGULAR FORMS OF ADJECTIVES 

POSITIVE FORM COMPARATIVE FORM SUPERLATIVE FORM

good
bad
little

better than
worse than
less than

the 
the 
the 

REGULAR FORMS OF ADJECTIVES: SHORT ADJECTIVES

POSITIVE FORM COMPARATIVE FORM: -ER SUPERLATIVE FORM: -EST

high
low

 than 
lower than

the 
the 

REGULAR FORMS OF ADJECTIVES: ADJECTIVES WITH TWO OR MORE SYLLABLES

POSITIVE FORM COMPARATIVE FORM SUPERLATIVE FORM

significant
relevant

more significant than
more relevant than

the 
the 
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ADVERBS OF INTENSITY 
6  Look at the text below. Pay attention to its layout and where it is from. Then, choose the right 

ending for this statement: This text is...

a an IMDb plot summary of a Brazilian animation. 

b a critical review of a Brazilian movie. 

c a critical review of a foreign animated film. 

7  Read the words in bold in the review again. Then, answer these questions:

a Which word class do the words “refreshingly,” “really,” “apparently,” and “highly” belong to?

b What is the main function of these words?  

c Which adverbs from the text are adverbs of intensity? What are their function? 

d Which word class do the adverbs modify?  

Extracted from <www.imdb.com/title/tt3183630/reviews?ref_=tt_ov_rt>. Accessed on April 3, 2017.

www.imdb.com/title/tt3183630/reviews?ref_=tt_ov_rt

What a beautiful journey! 
Author: Bruno Youn from São Paulo, Brazil 
25 January 2014

The Boy and the World is a refreshingly 
original animated film from Brazil, having 
mostly music and sounds from various 
instruments as a way to propel the story. The 
animation is really different from most films 
of the genre and uses several interesting 
techniques [...]. The story of a countryside boy 
who goes on a journey to find his father is 
apparently quite simplistic, but director Alê 
Abreu tackles some serious themes such as 
poverty, industrial revolution and consumerism. 
[…]. The ending is a very surprising and 
emotional one and I am proud to see such a 
unique film come out from my country. Highly 
recommended!

GO TO PAGE 159 TO ENHANCE YOUR KNOWLEDGE.
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LISTENING AND SPEAKING

1  Do you like animated movies? Have you ever seen a sequel of a movie? Were they better 
or worse than the first movie? Discuss with your teacher and classmates. 

2  Look at the images on the right. Answer the questions in 
small groups. 

a Who are the movie characters? 

b Where does the movie take place?

c Is the movie a sequel? Justify. 

3  Listen to the interviewer’s first question and to Saldanha’s answer. Then, do the following 
activities according to what you heard. 

a What does Saldanha say about creating characters for a sequel? He says that…

1 it is an easier process because you only have to recreate them. 

2 it is less demanding because you do not need to re-explain them. 

b How does he feel about creating a sequel? Classify the statements below into pros (P) 
and cons (C).

1 More has to be done with the characters than in the previous film. 

2 The characters have already been developed and established. 

3 The story needs to be advanced with a richer plot. 

4 More characters need to be introduced for more complexity. 

5 You work with characters you already know. 

4  Listen to the interviewer’s second question. Then, answer the questions below with yes or 
no, according to what Saldanha said.

a Does he think that ninety minutes is enough to tell a story? 

b Are sequels a fun and challenging process? 

5  Listen to the final question. According to Saldanha’s answer, are the statements below 
true or false? 

a He intends to create the sequel Rio 3 as soon as possible. 

b He can take the character into different fun journeys in the future. 

c He is cautious about what he will do in the future. 

d In his opinion, it is too soon to think about another project. 

19

20

21

Director: Carlos Saldanha

To learn about function words, check out your digital book.

SO
UNDS

E

N G LIS H

IN
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Behind the scenes of Captain America: Civil War, 
USA, 2016.

WRITING
What to write: A plot summary of a Brazilian movie.
Purpose: To give factual information about a specific movie.
Audience: Your classmates.

 Planning
 • Do some research about Brazilian movies.  
 • Ask for help from a classmate and your teacher.
 • Choose the movie. Do more research about it.

 Acting
 • Reread Selma plot 
summary in order 
to review the main 
characteristics of this 
genre. 

 • Make a first draft. 
Review it with a 
classmate. Rewrite it.

 • Write the final version.
 • Create an attractive 
layout. You can create 
illustrations or insert 
photos from the movie 
you chose. You can also 
insert pictures of the 
main characters. 

 Publishing
 • Publish your plot summary on your blog if you have one. 
 • If you lack online facilities, publish it in a magazine created by you and your classmates. 
 • Send your blog address to classmates, friends, and family.
 • Leave your magazine in your school library.

 Reflecting

 Discuss these questions in small groups:
 • Do you think movies can be used as a good source to learn English? Justify.
 • Have you noticed that the Brazilian movie industry is booming? What are the advantages 
of this?

 • Would you like to become a movie reviewer? Why?

Learning Assessment 
Go back to the Learning Objectives on page 139 and assess the objectives you think you’ve accomplished.


